
OCI Ops Essentials 
 

Course Summary 
This three-course set (Change Management, CAPA, and On-Call) explains the essential concepts and 

business practices for Operations employees at OCI.  

Software 
● Captivate 2019 (course development) 
● Audacity (audio) 
● PowerPoint (for storyboard and image editing) 
● GIMP (image editing) 

 
Other Course Details 

● First OCI-wide (7,000+ employees) course required for all employees. 100% completion. 
● Duration: 45 minutes each 
● 10-15 question assessment each 

 
Design Elements 

● Drag-and-drop exercises 
● Scenarios with questions and customized feedback 
● Scenarios based on real-life metaphors to aid understanding of concepts 
● Audio with captions 
● Complex timed animation 

 

 



 

Custom menus (above and below images) 

 

 



 

Scenario examples with customized feedback (above and below images) 

 



 

Interactive slide that illustrates the operational maturity concept through a bit of metaphor and humor 

(Chaotic maturity level image is a screaming baby, and each maturity stage is a different age) 

 

 

Drag-and-drop exercise where trainees drag adjectives to the proper maturity level 

 



 

Even texty slides don’t have to be ugly. Ugly is for ironic Christmas sweaters. 

 

 

Drag-and-drop exercise where trainees drop proper words into paragraph. 

 



 

Interactive slide where trainees click on each role at the left to reveal its responsibilities (such as the 

slide below), along with audio.  (State View animation tool in Captivate used) 

 

 

 



 

Animated slide of detailed process workflow (each state highlighted as it’s discussed) (timeline below) 

 



 

Drag-and-drop exercise where trainees recreate workflow (Advanced Actions with variables, below) 

 



 

Animated slide where trainees click on each number to reveal a guideline in the chalk outline at left 

 

 

One of several scenarios where real life (car trouble) is a metaphor for the concept being presented 

(code change an engineer is implementing) 

 



 

The scenario continues, demonstrating change management concepts through the car trouble metaphor 

(above and below images) 

 



 

Animated process flow (captions shown) 

 

 

Interactive exercise where trainees drop letters into crossword. Each correct placement reveals a 

question and answer combination beneath. (State View, Advanced Actions, and Drag-and-drop used) 

 


